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Motivation and Aims
• Asian miracles represent successful development 

experiences that could produce useful information to other 
development nations.

• The expansion of exports has been a fundamental element 
of the success of those economies. 

• A relatively neglected factor that can contribute to building 
comparative advantage is product quality upgrading. 

• Question that we address: 

Can quality upgrading explain export 
expansion in Asian miracles?



Motivation and Aims
Strong positive correlation between the quality of exported 
goods and the economic development. 

Convergence in 
export-goods quality 
[Henn, Papageorgiou
and Spatafora (2017)]



To answer this question….

• We first build a Ricardian trade model with product quality.

• It is calibrated using 2-digit SITC export data.

• We generate predictions and see the capacity of quality 
upgrading to explain the evolution of exports shares.

• We focus on a set of 6 well-known Asian growth-miracle 
nations that have benefited significantly from exports:

• China, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, South Korea, Thailand



Contribution to the literature
• We quantitatively assess the contribution of quality upgrading to 

export performance. 

• Unlike, e.g., Schott (2004), Hummels and Klenow (2005) Khandelwal
(2010), Baldwin and Harrigan (2011), and Gervais (2015), which focus 
on the composition of exports.

• We do so over a long time period (1970-2010), taking advantage 
of a new panel dataset on product quality, Henn et al. (2017).

• Other data sets on product quality include Hallak (2006), Hallak
and Schott (2011), and Freenstra and Romalis (2014).

• Our estimation approach does not require the use of domestic 
production data, a significant advantage over previous literature.

• E.g., Costinot et al. (2012), Caliendo and Parro (2014).



The Model















Data and 
Methodology 











Results



Data: Evolution of Quality





• Few sectors increase their export shares. Then concentration!
• Sectors that see their share increase, also see their quality rise.
• Sectors that see their quality increased and their share reduced 

are most of them commodity related.



Results for 
China

• In the ten-year cross-sections (rows 4 to 7):
1. goodness of fit increases over time, 
2. is already sizable in the 1980s, 
3. becomes largest in 2000s, after China joint the WTO.

• The R2s are large for 40-
year cross-section (row 1).

• For shorter periods (rows 
2 and 3 panels), fit falls.

• This suggests strategies of 
quality upgrading should 
adopt a long view.













Robustness

• Perhaps previous results informs about the correlation 
between quality and exports but not about causality.

• We address this concern redoing the analysis employing a 
quality lag qnik,t-1 – qnok,t-1 to estimate the coefficient γk5.

• The pseudo-R² and the weighted-R² fall slightly. 

• Results significantly deteriorate only for Indonesia. 

• However, main findings for the rest of countries are robust.



Conclusion
• This paper represents a first attempt to estimate the 

contribution of product quality upgrading to the evolution 
of sectoral export shares in a set of Asian growth miracles. 

• We have developed an EK model with many sectors and 
product quality. 

• Our estimation approach, unlike previous literature, does 
not require domestic production data.    

• We have shown that quality upgrading is key in China, 
Malaysia, South Korea, and Thailand. 

• In India and Indonesia, the role of quality upgrading has 
been less critical (at least in goods exports).



Thank You



IMF website: https://www.imf.org/external/np/res/dfidimf/diversification.htm

https://www.imf.org/external/np/res/dfidimf/diversification.htm


Export Quality

• Quality Index is calculated as the unit value adjusted 
for differences in production costs and for the selection 
bias stemming from relative distance:

where the subscripts m, x, and t denote, respectively, importer, exporter, and time 
period. 
Prices reflect three factors. 
o First, unobservable quality θmxt
o Second, exporter income per capita yxt
o Third, the distance between importer and exporter, Distmx

For further reference on construction of index and applications see: 
“Export Quality in Developing Countries”. IMF Working Paper by Henn, Papageorgiou, and Spatafora (2013) 



How to Increase the Export Value: 
Extensive, Intensive and Quality Margins
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